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Conceptual rendering for full exhibit

1 Overall project

There are so many things in our daily lives that we see from the same perspective. We are used
to looking at the world from human height, at human scale, and on human timescales. This is no
coincidence, as most things we interact with are designed for exactly this experience. However, if
we take a step back and think about how limited this view is we can start to recognize things that
happen around us constantly yet are completely beyond our normal perspective.

In his exhibit we present a few examples of what we can learn with a shift in perspective and
how the things we take for granted in everyday life can be seen if we take the time to look. We
encourage you to touch, play with, and learn from these exhibits and to ask yourself questions
as you go. See if you can think about a memory you have about a space and imagine it from a
different perspective. Is there a time when you saw something that was right before you the whole
time? What other things do we take for granted when we experience the world?
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Panorama of final exhibit

Above is a panorama taken of our final exhibit. We received overwhelmingly positive feedback
from students, artists and faculty alike. We received many questions about our work from past
semesters, and had great conversations about alternative methods of photography. Many visitors
expressed wonder at our work from this semester, trying to figure out how we created the different
exhibits. It was great fun talking with different people about the work we did and what we
learned from our AHS concentration, and it seemed like several students left inspired and excited
about photography. Overall, this exhibit isn’t exactly what we planned initially, but it did achieve
everything we were hoping it would. This AHS concentration has been a bit non-traditional, but
we are very thankful for the support we received and for the opportunity to pursue our own artistic
path through independent studies and the Capstone program.

2 Lasers

Conceptual rendering for laser flow exhibit
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It is easy to forget that we are constantly surrounded by fluid, living our lives swimming through
a chaotic mass that flows around everything we do. We talk about it being warm or cold, windy
or calm, but we rarely get to see what is really happening in the air around us. With the help of
ultrasonic misters and a planar laser we can see the movement of the air around us in a new way.
The endless curls and whisps you see are turbulence, the result of complex interactions between
particles as they mix and flow. Try sticking your hands into the flow and see how moving the air
around affects the patterns. Do you see any shapes that occur more frequently?

Turbulence has long fascinated scientists in part because it appears in so many places and in
part because it is very difficult to model. The problem has been studied since at least the Roman
Age, though significant progress was made thorough the 19th century which resulted in the Navier-
Stokes equations, a set of partial differential equations that express the velocity of a fluid in terms
of a host of variables. While these equations are a very good model for many common fluids they
are often very difficult to solve for even moderately complex cases. The question of whether a
closed-form solution even exists in all cases is still an important unsolved problem in physics. This
difficulty largely stems from the fact that turbulent flow is chaotic which means its progression in
time is extremely sensitive to the condition it started in.

Regardless of whether you see complex math or just pretty green swirls, take a moment to
appreciate how amazing the air around us is and to contemplate what its movement means for us
in our everyday lives.

Photograph of final laser exhibit

Above is an image taken of the laser fog exhibit in its completed form. Viewers of the exhibit
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said it was ”mesmerizing” and that they could ”look at it for hours”. They also enjoyed interacting
with the fog and watching patterns in the airflow over time as we had hoped they would. The fog
machine displayed air flow in the room well, by having different patterns when everyone was still
vs when people were moving about the exhibit. As intended, conversations started surrounding
airflow, aerodynamics, and motion.

3 Stereoscope

Conceptual rendering for stereoscope exhibit

The device you see here is a stereoscope. It uses a pair of lenses to focus your eyes on a pair of
images, each taken from a slightly different spot. The images are taken at approximately eye width
apart to produce a sense of depth similar to what you might have experienced if you viewed the
event with your own eyes. The first stereoscope was produced in 1832 and they have been relatively
popular ever since. They are probably best known today for the toy versions with the lever on the
side to switch between images on a circular card, and this same technology is the basis of modern
virtual reality headsets. However, stereoscopic images are much less popular in the art world, and
the majority of content produced for stereoscopes seem to be traditional landscapes. We see an
opportunity to use this medium to show scenes that are much less ordinary while taking advantage
of the stereoscopic projection to bring a sense of life and depth into an otherwise still, flat image.
In this display you will be able to interact with a series of images that explore events which are
beyond the capabilities of traditional human sight. We hope that the opportunity to see them in
quasi-3D can bring you a new perspective.
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Photograph of the final stereoscope exhibit

Above is an image of the stereoscope exhibit. We printed six sets of 3D images: three flower
images which emphasize the medium by exploring depth through organic forms; one rendered
image to show how 3D imagery can be generated through photography or virtually; an image of
a crocheted hat showing the extra detail and texture accessible in 3D images; an image taken in
a mirror of the camera used to take the 3D images showing dust and imperfections, as well as
reflecting on the project. The magnetic image cards took a bit of explaining at first, but once a
steady stream of people flowed through the exhibit it became clear. Visitors remarked on how easy
it was to view the images, and how much the 3D effect brought the images to life.
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4 Projection

Conceptual rendering for Olin projection exhibit

Most of us go about many of our daily actions without thinking much at all about them. Whether
it is driving to work, walking across campus, or any other of the many mundane activities we do
every day, there is a certain art to the pattern of our lives that is difficult to see from our normal
perspective. In order to explore this idea we are creating a model of Olin onto which we can project
patterns of daily life such as the rising and setting of the sun, the movement of people, and many
of the other events that characterize the average day. As you watch these events unfold, try to
think of the things you do each day. Imagine what they would look like from far away and what
part you play in the patterns of the community.
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Image of the Olin projection exhibit

Above is an image of the final Olin projection exhibit. We designed and 3D printed a 3D
model of the buildings and walkways at Olin. This allowed us to use projection mapping to project
patterns of movement around the miniature campus. By using observations of movement from the
last four years we’ve spent around Olin, we included many small details in the motion of people
on campus that different individuals appreciated. Different visitors noticed and appreciated each
small detail, and even some unintentional artifacts in the animation that became meaningful. One
visitor appreciated how each person in the animation moved at a slightly different pace, a small
but intentional detail that brought more life and personality to the exhibit.

4.1 Context

Below are an assortment of previous works and technologies that have inspired us along the journey
to our exhibit.

• Healing Series, Brian Knep, 2007.

– Brian Knep created an interactive exhibit where the visitor walks through the exhibit,
disturbing a projected pattern on the ground. Over time the exhibit heals itself, creating
a new pattern that has not existed before.

– This exhibit plays with the traditional idea that art is to be looked at and not to be
touched by creating a piece which derives its very content from its disturbance. This
notion that art can be dynamic, interactive, and continuously variable is a very powerful
shift from traditional photography.

– We hope to take some of these ideas of interaction and constant change to create exhibits
which can be viewed over and over again without ever being quite the same. This notion
will likely be incredibly powerful at Olin because its size means people will necessarily
see the same exhibit over and over again.
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• Wooden Mirror, Daniel Rozin, 1999.

– Rozin created a series of mechanical wooden mirrors which move to project an image
that reflects whatever is in front of them.

– This exhibit intentionally contradicts expectations by transforming the form of the visitor
into the artwork itself. The art here is both generated in real time yet extensively pre-
planned, a delicate dynamic which results in a stunning display.

– This display includes a mix of visual art and engineering, perfectly balanced to create a
seamless display. We hope to replicate this balance in our project to apply just enough
technology to create the interaction we want while not sacrificing the look and feel of
the artwork.

• The works of Harold Edgerton, 1926-1990

– Edgerton is famous for pioneering work in the field of strobe photography and used the
technique to both explore the mechanics of objects in slow motion and create beautiful
art that transcends the abilities of human perception. He took images of everything
from golfers to atomic bombs and presented them in a way that made them easy to
understand and to marvel at.

– These works provide an important lesson in the ways that humans interpret motion and
time, and what there is to be learned if we slow things down and give people time to
process them. He manages to take fast moving things and present them in still form
while maintaining a sense of movement and a connection with the original subject.

– We think that we can achieve a similar effect in our own work while incorporating new
ideas and technologies to present it. We have all the equipment we need to take strobe
and slow motion photographs and think they would be a good subject for an interactive
display.

• Laser Sheet Vortex Rings, Jeffrey Pilkington, 2013

– Pilkington performed a study in 2013 visualizing fluid dynamics using planar lasers.

– While this is much more of a research-style paper we think that we can use this effect
in an interactive way to teach people about fluids and let them see the air around them.
The paper shows a good experimental setup to get the laser and fog parameters correct.

• Sony Spatial Reality Display, 2020

– Sony created a spatial-reality display that projects 3D images using eye-tracking. While
this technology does exist it is extremely new and there are many opportunities to
experiment with it.

– We think that with some alterations we can make a version of this technology. This
format has potential for effective interactive visualization of 3D objects through either
photography or software rendering.
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